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French retailer Supermarché Match among early
adopters of sustainably raised salmon rich in omega-3
EPA & DHA
Veramaris-fed salmon now available in 116 stores in the
North-East of France
Norwegian salmon producer Lingalaks supplying
Supermarché Match

The French supermarket chain Supermarché Match,
headquartered in La Madeleine, introduces fresh salmon
sustainably fed with natural marine algal oil from Veramaris as one
high-quality source of both omega-3 fatty acids EPA & DHA in all
of its stores in France.
Supermarché Match sources the salmon from Norwegian salmon
farmer Lingalaks, headquartered in Norheimsund, Hardanger.
Beginning in October 2018, Lingalaks has been feeding a
sustainable salmon diet developed and manufactured by feed
producer Skretting which includes omega-3 EPA & DHA algal oil
from Veramaris as an alternative to fish oil from wild-caught fish.
“At Supermarché Match, we are committed to ensuring that
everyone has access to fresh and healthy food. The salmon we are
now able to offer to our customers is rich in omega-3 EPA & DHA
from natural marine algae. This is our contribution to conserving
marine resources”, says Nicolas Baroux, Head of Procurement at
Supermarché Match.
Feeding salmon with natural marine algal oil resonates strongly
with increasing consumer demands for nutritious and yet
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sustainably farmed seafood. In France, 93% percent of salmon
consumers say that omega-3 content is somewhat, very and
extremely important when purchasing salmon (Veramaris Market
Data 2016/2018). As a result, omega-3 content is among the top
five reasons for consuming salmon.
“Omega-3’s are among the most important nutrients that people
need for a healthy life. Omega-3 EPA & DHA are at the very core
of the salmon brand-promise, making salmon a food choice
consumers can count on when it comes to health benefits. This is
our contribution to differentiate salmon and support retailers in
increasing their fair share index of the salmon category”, Veramaris
CEO Karim Kurmaly says.
Veramaris orchestrated the stakeholder dialogue of players along
the value chain over the past few years, from feed producers,
farmers to retailers and NGOs. Feed producer Skretting has, in
turn, intensified its engagement along the value chain to accelerate
adoption of the Veramaris omega-3 solution.
The Veramaris oil is the only commercial source of omega-3 fatty
acids from algae that is rich in both EPA & DHA. Producing natural
marine algal oil through large-scale fermentation, Veramaris
enables the aquaculture industry to become less dependent upon
finite marine resources and continue to grow within planetary
boundaries.
The largest facility for the production of omega-3 EPA & DHA is
located in Blair, Nebraska, USA. In July 2019, this US$200 million,
zero-waste manufacturing facility will begin producing and
delivering the innovative algal oil rich in omega-3 EPA & DHA at an
industrial scale.
The initial annual production capacity of the Blair facility will meet
roughly 15% of the total current annual demand for EPA & DHA by
the salmon aquaculture industry. Pilot quantities for market
development purposes have already been available for the past
two years.
Follow this link to see the latest video on our collaboration with
Supermarché Match!
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Follow us on Social Media
Supermarché Match
https://www.facebook.com/SupermarchesMatch/
https://twitter.com/supermarchematc
https://www.instagram.com/supermarchesmatch/
https://www.pinterest.fr/supermarchesmatch/

Veramaris
https://www.linkedin.com/company/veramaris/
https://twitter.com/veramaris
https://www.facebook.com/Veramaris

About Match
Established in 1908, Match operates 116 stores in Northern and East of France,
alongside 5200 collaborators. In stores, Match seeks to create a shopping
experience that focuses on taste, freshness and quality.

About Veramaris
Veramaris is a 50:50 joint venture of DSM and Evonik for the production of the
omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA from natural marine algae. Located in Delft,
the Netherlands, Veramaris was launched in 2018, because its parent
companies shared a vision: to conserve marine life by using ocean’s own
resource – natural marine microalgae. Producing an algal oil rich in the two
essential omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA through large-scale fermentation at
its facility in Blair, Nebraska, USA, Veramaris enables partners along the value
chain to become independent of wild-caught fish and meet the growing demand
for animal protein responsibly.

Legal Disclaimer
This information and any recommendations, technical or otherwise, are
presented in good faith and believed to be correct as of the date prepared.
Recipients of this information and recommendations must make their own
determination as to its suitability for their purposes. VERAMARIS EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND,
WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, RELIABILITY,
COMPLETENESS, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE (EVEN IF VERAMARIS IS AWARE
OF SUCH PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO ANY INFORMATION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED. IN NO EVENT SHALL VERAMARIS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING FROM OR RELIANCE UPON, OR USE
OF, ANY INFORMATION OR RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED HEREIN.
Reference to any trade names used by other companies is neither a
recommendation nor an endorsement of the corresponding product and does
not imply that similar products could not be used. Veramaris reserves the right to
make any changes to the information and/or recommendations at any time,
without prior or subsequent notice.
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